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ated with infectious mononucleosis are serologically related
but they are not necessarily identical.'3 The virus associated
with nasopharyngeal carcinoma also cross-reacts with EB
virus. The simplest hypothesis at present is that these
viruses are co-carcinogens and infection with them ensures
a multiplication of cells which may be self-limited (as for
infectious mononucleosis) or unrestricted (as for Burkitt's
lymphoma or nasopharyngeal carcinoma), the course de-
pending on other events in the history of the cells.
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Psychiatric Care at
Nottingham
The case register, a method of recording all patients who
have contacted psychiatric services of any sort in a particular
locality, is increasing in popularity. The most recent of a
lengthening line of analyses of such registers emanates from
Nottingham.' It follows hard on the heels of a report on
psychiatric hospitals and units in England and Wales,2 3 and
in many ways the two are complementary, the one being a
study in depth and the other in breadth of comparable data.

Mapperley Hospital, Nottingham, with whose catchment
area the register is concerned, enjoys an honoured place in
the recent history of psychiatry in Britain. This distinction is
due in no small measure to the genius of the late Dr. Duncan
Macmillan, who until his retirement in 1966 was its physician
superintendent, and it is fitting that the report is dedicated
to his memory. Dr. Macmillan's unique contribution was
the integration, initiated in 1945, of the mental health service
with the public health department so that the facilities of
each became available to both on a "joint user" basis. He
was the medical officer for mental health and acted as ad-
viser to the medical officer of health of the city, who was in
turn a member of the management committee of Mapperley.
With this degree of high-level co-operation it is not sur-
prising that community facilities for the care of psychiatric
cases could be developed, so enabling a certain reality to be
infused into the concept of community care. Nottingham,
alas, is not typical of the country as a whole, though, to be
fair, there may be demographic factors which operate in its
favour.
The Nottingham register reflects and indeed highlights

most of the trends reported on a national basis. Thus, per
1,000 population in the area the number of inpatients at the
end of 1969 had fallen to 158. The range for mental hospi-
tals in England and Wales in that year was from 1-2 to 4.5,

and Mapperley fell into the lowest one-fifth of that range.
Conversely, there was a greater use of other services at
Nottingham. Outpatient attendances, day-hospital atten-
dances, home visits by doctors, and contacts with social
workers in the psychiatric field all rose substantially, promot-
ing Mapperley well into the First Division on all these
counts. The number of admissions in relation to population
rose by a modest 43%-modest, that is, compared with a
national increase of 150% between 1959 and 1969. Again,
like national trends, the numbers of patients contacting the
service rose with age up to 25, then remained steady until
a decline to the age of 64, and then rose-particularly sharply
at the age of 75 and over. The spectre of the aged, mindless
body hangs over the calculations of the planners there as
elsewhere in the country.

Over the years the number of patients in contact with
all psychiatric services increased by about one-third, lending
substance to the thesis that the greater the facilities provided
the more patients will avail themselves of them. Parkinson's
law is universally applicable, it would appear.
A six-year follow-up of new contacts in 1962-8 is analysed.

The most important finding is that in this period 40% of
males and 43 % of females went into hospital. If these statistics
are considered in conjunction with the reported rise of 43%
in the number of admissions it could be that, despite the fall
in the number of beds in use, the actual volume of work
undertaken by the parent mental hospital has increased.
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More Money for Health
More money for health makes good political copy. So thc
Government adroitly announced some proposed increases in
health services finance' a day or so before setting these
into the broader context of future Government sDending,
outlined in a White Paper2 last week (see p. 634). The extra
£118m.-spread over the next four years at 1971 prices-
for health and personal social services is over and above the
growth planned in last year's expenditure review,3 which has
been appropriately revised for the latest review.2
Economic refinements applied to the estimates allow for

reasonably valid comparisons between the years under re-
view. The Government intends to raise spending on health
between now and 1976 by just over £400m. to £2,834m.,
thus increasing health's share of central government spend-
ing for specific programmes by just over 1 % to around
12.5%. By 1976 health spending will have passed defence
and only education at £3,261m. and social security at
£4,700m. will have a larger slice of the budget, which will
have risen to £22,694m., the Chancellor estimates.
A table giving a breakdown of the health budget forecasts

until 1976 is at p. 634. Making a tour through these esti-
mates stretching four years ahead in an inflationary era can be
confusing, particularly when the responsibility for some ser-
vices are changing. So it is helpful that Sir Keith Joseph has
specified the services which will benefit from his promised
bonus, some of which is to go towards the cost of re-
organizing the N.H.S. Few doctors will disagree with his
priorities for the elderly and mentally ill. The public will
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applaud the improvements and no doubt be thankful that
they are not tied to increases in Health Service charges.
However, everyone in the N.H.S. would wish for more
money all round. Even with all the increases proposed, in-
cluding the post-election £110m. added last year4 and last
week's announcement, the White Paper can promise moder-
nization or replacement of only about 10% of the current
hospital facilities during the next half decade. The forecast
cost of the family practitioner services (this includes den-
tists, opticians, and pharmacists), which in 1972-3 accounts
for 19-6% of health spending, will be lower in that year than
in 1970-1, admittedly a result in part of increased charges to
patients. This is depressingly slow progress and underlines
once again the intractable problem of financing health care.
The Conservative Government sensibly abandoned on

practical grounds its attempt to link prescription charges to
the cost of drugs.5 Recent press reports6 suggest that the
idea of hotel charges for hospital patients has also been jet-
tisoned. Inadequately thought out political ideas not sur-
prisingly tend to fall apart in the face of practical politics.
Neither major party seems able to offer any new proposals
for providing the N.H.S. with the extra money it needs. The
Government's modest efforts in earmarking new money for
deprived parts of the Service are welcome. But most doctors
would welcome even more a thorough-and preferably in-
dependent-review of N.H.S. financing. The B.M.A. has
urged a financial reappraisal7, and it would be a logical
accompaniment to the present discussions on N.H.S. re-
organization.
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Hands Off the M.R.C.
Government spending on scientific research (other than de-
fence projects) has more than doubled in the last five years.
Not unreasonably, therefore, the present administration de-
cided shortly after taking office to review the arrangements
for allocating this money and deciding which projects should
be supported. A Green Paper' published last week gave the
views on these questions of Lord Rothschild, head of the
central policy review staff, and of a working group of the
Council for Scientific Policy chaired by Sir Frederick
Dainton. A short Government memorandum in the Green
Paper makes it clear that Lord Rothschild's suggestions are
more in sympathy with official thinking than Sir Frederick's,
but that the issues will be discussed with the scientific com-
munity between now and the end of February, and a White
Paper published as soon as possible afterwards.
The Dainton report proposes that the Council for Scien-

tific Policy, which has an advisory role, should be replaced
by a new chartered body, the Board of the Research Coun-

cils, responsible to the Secretary of State for Education and
Science. Its members would include the scientific heads of
the research councils and representatives of the University
Grants Committee and the relevant Government depart-
ments. The board would allocate money to the research
councils and review their policies and responsibilities (with
the power to make changes). It would also make sure that
the Government departments' needs for scientific support
would be met either on a service or contract basis or by
providing information and advice.
The Dainton report makes it clear that further interference

with the autonomy of the research councils should be
avoided. It sees them retaining considerable freedom to
formulate policies and to find the money to support projects
from within their budgets. The principles of scientific res-
ponsibility and of judgement on scientific merit by the re-
search councils should be preserved, argues this report, as
should the system whereby the people who make decisions
on scientific programmes and awards of grants are known
to and respected by the working scientist.
Lord Rothschild's comments, written in almost unin-

telligible Whitehall jargon, were made after he had seen
the Dainton proposals. They are based on a principle (for
which he cites no supporting evidence) that applied research
should be "done on a customer-contractor basis. The cus-
tomer says what he wants; the contractor does it (if he can);
and the customer pays." In the case of the Medical Re-
search Council this policy would mean that instead of all its
income coming from the Department of Education and
Science a proportion-one-quarter at first, possibly more
later-should be paid by the Health Department in return
for research on projects of value to them. The M.R.C. would
not have the right to reject any contract from the Health
Departments without "good reasons" agreed with the De-
parmtents. If the M.R.C. did not want to undertake a pro-
ject the Departments could (and, says Lord Rothschild,
doubtless would) go elsewhere with their money. Lord
Rothschild also recommends that the chief medical officers
of the Health Departments should become members of the
M.R.C.
He disagrees with Dainton about giving more power to the

Council for Scientific Policy, though the membership of the
Rothschild council would broadly be the same as the
Dainton board. Lord Rothschild sees the role of this council
as advisory only.
The Government has made it plain that it approves of

the customer-contractor concept for applied research. In the
case of the Medical Research Council at least no argument
is put forward to justify changes of this kind. The M.R.C.
has good reasons for pride about its record of research. In
epidemiology and therapeutics, to cite only two fields, it
has made many studies of immense practical value. As Lord
Rothschild admits, before the new system can be started
the Health Departments will need to set up organizations
"to carry out their new and onerous responsibilities." There
seems little sense in meddling with a proved, effective system
unless clear reasons can be shown for the need for change.
The evidence in the Green Paper is no more than one man's
opinion.

1 A Framework for Government Research and Developmnent. Cmnd.
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